
Specialists in vehicle mounted compressor & generator systems 

VR-40 
40 CFM UNDER BONNET BELT DRIVE 

 AIR COMPRESSOR

POWERFUL. RELIABLE. AIR.



WHY CHOOSE THE VR-40 ?
1. Do you require reliable compressed air to run your pneumatic tools?
2. Is space/storage one of the most important aspect in your vehicle?
3. Are you concerned with carrying fuel for a gas powered compressor?
4. Have you had to reduce what your vehicle can carry due to payload and

capacity concerns?
5. Is 100% duty cycle what you need to improve your productivity?

If you could safely and easily install an air compressor that is user

friendly, optimizes your storage space efficiently, is lightweight, compact

and provides superior air on demand, what would you do?
The VR-40 integrated vehicle air compressor is mounted under the

bonnet, out of the way and a powerful source of compressed air when

you need it.

VR-40 SPECIFICATIONS
Compressor type: Belt Driven, 100% duty cycle, oil-injected rotary screw.

Rated Air Capacity: 40CFM @ 100PSI (150PSI Max.)
Weight (wet): Approx. 62lbs (28.1 kg]
Separator Tank: Integrated Air-Oil Separation System
Throttle Control: Two speed OEM operation (base and elevated idle) 
Displays and Controls: Easy to read hour meter, high idle speed 
adjustment. Safety features: 
v Compressor thermal protection circuit.
v Automatic rapid blow-down valve on tank.
v 200 PSI overpressure safety valve.
v Parking brake must be engaged and truck must be in park for system 

to be able to start. 

40 CFM
100% DUTY CYCLE 

UP TO 150 PSI

SCREW
COMPRESSOR
The VR-40 air compressor 
system moves the 
compressor from the 
vehicles body and mounts it 
under the bonnet of your 
vehicle.

up to 40CFM, 150PSI 100% 
Duty Cycle
Free Up Your Cargo Space 
Make Operations Safe Lower 
Operational Costs

SEPARATOR TANK

The VR-40 air compressor 
cooling system comes 
complete with remote 
mounted cooler and 
integrated separation tank.

40 CFM COMPRESSOR
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